
ORIENTEERING IN THE WOODS: HAM, WOODLAND 
AND BUDSHEAD. 

Three broad types of interest are anticipated but with adaptation most users can be supported. 
Groups are: 

 casual visitors 
 school groups on mixed activities  
 those visiting as a part of a series of orienteering sessions 

Casual visitors 

Casual visitors can download and use a map to help them get discover and spend more time in their 
local woods. An introductory map is set on the better defined tracks and is one route around, 
visiting points of interest. It also serves as a useful starting point for those who will want to progress 
to more complex routes and longer distances. A map provides all that is required although taking a 
score card along to record the unique numbers and letters at each post will help parents to 
encourage their children. The following suggestions should lead to more success  

Try and hold the map ‘set’ so the land is the same way as the map and then what is shown on the 
right will be seen on the right. It’s like walking up a road with a map showing the shops on either 
side. It will be much easier if the road on the map and the ground are in line and the right way 
around. Lines drawn through the map point north and knowing where north is another way to set a 
map.  

Find the start point shown as a triangle                   

 

Look for the first control  shown by a circle and joined from the start by a line.     

 

                                                                                         

 

The line shows the order not the route so it’s the person with the map who will choose the best 
way to go following the paths. At the control check the number with the control descriptions on 
your map to make sure you have the right one. 

Check progress as you go. 

Estimating the distance will help predict how far it is to the next control and therefore when you 
might have gone too far. 

 

Continue to the finish.  

 



Organised Groups 

Groups who come to the woods for a variety of reasons can use the map to meet, identify safe 
places and areas of interest. Orienteering may be just one of a number of reasons that they came in 
which case the advice for the casual visitor will be relevant. A leader may wish to extend the 
principles of a simple course on paths and tracks over more of the woods. To do this use a blank 
map and place controls over the features in the area they are happy to supervise. Participants will 
find the tips for casual visitors above useful. 

 In addition children and young people can benefit from: 

 a compass and setting the map with  north. 
 Knowing how many paces they take to mark our 25 metres on the ground ( 65 right foot 

downs to 100m average). 
 Some experience and familiarity with symbols so they know a wall fence post bench etc. 

 

 

Groups and individuals learning the basics of orienteering 

Integrating a visit to the woods as a part of a series is better when all the above are established in 
advance using school and open park sites in advance. The white courses in Saltram and Central Parks 
enable this too for those schools who do not yet have a map. 

All three of these woods now have maps that can be downloaded. Woodland and Ham woods will 
have courses in them and permanent posts in place. 

Most of the tasks recommended by the Outdoor Learning Cards can be used in the woods and 
there is an area by Woodland Woods for which there is a star event map. Temporary controls allow 
more progressive course to be set out and for greater route choice to be introduced as map reading 
skills get better: blank maps are available on request. 

The woodland areas in particular enable sections of route to done using memory and without the 
map being carried. 

The permanent courses can be used as circular courses where participants, in pairs, go around at the 
same time in opposite directions without a need for timing as first back with the right answers is the 
winner 



Simulated short courses at orange and yellow standards can be set out in any of these woods and 
potentially the Woodland and Budshead woods can be combined. 

Groups training for Ten Tors the Junior version JTT and Duke of Edinburgh expeditions would be 
well served by using these resources the more demanding of which are used as standard setters for 
the Coast and Countyside Leader 

 

 


